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p. 13 of .descent, -instedofbeing stright.or perpendicu1ar,as in normal

biological evolution (n& in what is often, assumed;..for. the .1essown. Greek--

romance), would-, run back and. orth-and.. laterally- in-many-directions, to. say

nothing f. its being broken at many points by. the absence of any plausible connection

in causa1ity- -Nor would the result-:of.our quest-for :e generative principle -be,

any better if -the-..-novØ1.weredjvided into a numb er:of,separate. species and an effort

made to trace -each of through. intermediate stages: of growth -,to an ancestral

form. What about 1,tha;forrn? .-,;WA.,it, Durposely created, aS we -are ainaining-that all

forms are, or wás-it inherited by evolution; fromthei,-f.irst literary from on earth?

The last mentioned-could not be the literary composi

tions preceded.-1t and'. literature.i-tself,-'being aman-.made.thtng,..canno.t, like flesh

or inanimate 'matt er-,'.-be.tiacedto. origin. erl'ier.'thai man. I.t.did not spring from

tne oak-or the rock. Th-f-irst literary cmpositiQn, :or..,it.sora1equivalent, which

constituted.at the same,..time.whate call literary from, was made.by.a human.artist

acting deliberately under :teguidance dfa preconceived.purseThat--is'sorne.t1ing

that cannot be 'denied, and would not-, bedenied -by 'any student,.of i,iterature;'not even

by one;-,of: ..thdse. whose hbits-ofththking in. this field hate. otherwise been- damaged by

the analogy of biological evol-ut ion,- -and bth equally, misleading not ionf-prog-ress

and gradual development..tow.rd perfection' (perfection:--of what?)'.

I. 15 In explaining the appearance of a type of book or composition for wtiich no

plausible forerunners can be cited in extant literature, it is customary to assume

the loss of a number of ancient writings - or forms of a legend, in cases where

literature is confused with folklore - each of which presumably showed an advance

beyond its predecessor in the appropriate direction. This is that development

which students under the mere spell of the word so often feel obliged to discover

/ wherever they can, as if it were a necessary clue to the understanding of all literary
H ..:.

history, or the same thing a what may be loosely(if not without some danger), called

the evolution, ie.e.., the changing, or fluK of literature.
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